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DEDICATED TO THE LEGEND  

THAT IS MACCA 

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE ‘STRANGE MODELERS OF UNIVERSAL TRAINS’. 

          COOLUM 
 Do you like your cane 
  models a bit on the 
         large size? 



Hi SMUTTERS, 
                         Well, it has been a busy few months for the 
SMUT group. 
  A major tour to Bluescope Steel, a surprise 30th birthday 
for our beloved Rodney Smith, eventually topped off with 
the annual SMUTFEST celebrations. 
 
  It is enough to wear out a young lovely such as myself, so 
you can only feel sorry for the old codgers that inhabit this 
fine group. 
 
  Talking of old, this issue again expands on our rural 
preservation coverage. Something we hope to continue to 
expand on in the future. 
 
  Continuing with the old theme, I guess I should wish a  
happy birthday in October to the modelling legend that is Mr 

Phil Badger. Even the 
strongest of us 
young'uns have trouble 
resisting his enthusiasm 
for N scale. 
  Many say N scale is to 
small, but I think it is 
more the way that you 
use it that counts. 
 
Till the next riveting   
issue.    
                        

 Thanks 
                               
 Sofia 
 
 
 

  The ‘Strange Modelers of Universal 
Trains’ is an unofficial non-club,  oper-
ated by non-members for non-
members.  
  We partake in many non-activities, 
like social gatherings, research, model-
ling nights, railway trips with a special 
emphasis on helping hobby shops and 
regional railway museums, publishing 
and sitting around for hours on end 
whinging about the hobby. 
 
BDIC:         Brad 
Squirrels:    Brad, Sean, Rory, Michael, 
Craig, Nate.  
With Ian not quite sure. 
 
 

     SMUT.Modelers.Group 
             @gmail.com 

Please cease emailing me marriage proposals. 

COVER SHOT: 

                           New 1/19th scale COOLUM project has commenced. 

Contact us for more details. 

S*M*U*T WEBSITE 
 

TOURS / FLEETLIST / PHOTOS / INFORMATION / MODELS 

 

http://smutgroup.wordpress.com/ 
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             S*M*U*T  FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
 

Note that events in blue will have limited available public seating. 
Email us for details. 
 
OCT 10th - Dodgy’s Big Birthday Bash 
NOV 2015 - SMUT Modelling night, first Saturday night.  
NOV 2015 - Wagga Exhibition - Group Afterparty 
DEC 2015 - SMUT Xmas Gathering (Details forthcoming) 
OCT 2016 - FORD Australia closure - Celebration 
_________________________________________________________ 
Proposed Events: 
Lithgow bus trip (LSMR and model club) 
Hunter/Neath Weekend. 
Dodgy's Narrow Gauge Empire. 
Millerbung Layout Modelling nights 
SMUT @ STREAMLINERS 

                   

RIP 

 

Andy Sperandeo 

 

Photo: Kalmbach 

 S*M*U*T  

SUPPORTS RURAL  

 RAIL  

PRESERVATION 
 

  We regularly run bus 

tours to different railway 

museums, we also  believe 

in promoting (for free) 

your projects and        

perhaps even helping 

with the same. 

  Please contact us with 

your latest news and 

events. 



 
  Announces an upcoming new model kit for     
Moreton Mill’s COOLUM in 1/19th scale, along with 
4 tonne can bins. 
  Talking to Greg at Liverpool, he informed me that 
three flat pack sheets have been completed, with 
another two (windows and trim) being done. Then 
comes the motor, wheels, handrails, see through 
steps to make it a great looking version of this well 
known little loco.  
  More details, including price, still awaited. 
  Enquiries can be aimed to either GME, or Brad 
(courtesy of this magazine). 

  Anyone who has taken a fancy to their N scale 48 
class were probably beside themselves if they 
caught a glimpse of next years planned loco. 
  The drawing below sat upon a glass case with   
various other N scale projects. 
  More details from Phil (badgerbits  @  gmail . Com) 

 
  Keiran has excited one and all with the recent             
announcement of his NSW lattice post signal kit. 

      

      

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Coming soon,  the X200 rail tracter in HO. 
  One of these impressive models preformed great 
all Saturday during Liverpool. 

 

THE HOBBY SHOP Brad Peadon 

  WANT your new items mentioned in a worldwide       

distributed ezine The SMUTTER? 

  Email us at    SMUT.Modelers.Group@gmail.com 

  We will aim to include you in our next issue. 

  This is a free service, but offers of free food and alcohol 

would never be declined. 

GREG’S MODEL EMPORIUM 

BADGER BITS / GOPHER MODELS 

KEIRAN RYAN MODELS 

IDR MODELS / HOBBYLAND 



BLUESCOPE 
By Brad Peadon 

  Sometimes tours do not work out to be as easy as you would have hoped. 
  The initial idea for this one came from a late night talk with tour operator Lisa Quinn, following a two 
day return to the Illawarra earlier in 2015. 
  Lisa operates tours around the Bluescope works, not so much rail orientated, but through the entire 
steelmaking process. Regardless of where your primary interest lays, this process is nothing short of 
amazing to view. Everything there is big, no, I should say everything there is HUGE. 
 
  Bookings on this tour were slower than normal, which surprised me. Tours through our biggest      
steelworks in a time when its future appears shaky, who would want to miss out. 
  However we managed to fill the seats needed, special thanks going to Dominic Giemza and transport 
hobby legend John Ward.  
 
TOUR DAY 
 
  All passengers were booked and paid, all knew where they would be picked up, timetable quite good 
thanks to Nathan and I awoke at 6am ready for the big day. We had finally got there. 
  {Text message} 
  Nathan sends me a message asking if I can contact everyone and tell them to go to Waterfall, our    
humble stead had broken down and a replacement was being sought. 
  It took me about 5 messages to realise it was not a joke, approximately 10 minutes for worry to set in 
and a further two for panic. Oh heck, what to do? 
  First problem was to pick up everyone from the Sydney Terminal, Rosebery and SMUT HQ stops. 
  After begging one’s spouse, her 7 seater was utilized for the first two stops and back to SMUT HQ. 
  A huge thanks has to be given to Andrew Tailby at this time. Andrew decided to train it to Waterfall and, 
in the process, bumped into two other travellers and notified them of the change. 
  Thanks also to SMUTter David Henderson and my wife, who both made their cars available to ferry    
everyone down to Waterfall. We all caught Nathan there, and only 10 minutes late. 
  After a brief wait for those with weaker bladders, we were soon off towards the last pickup at            
Wollongong station and our ultimate destination of ‘Australia’s Industry World’. 
  Here we met up with many others who were to join us on the tour, including some very long term mates. 
     The tour started with a viewing of the visitors centre, followed by an induction prior to entering the 
site. Part of this process saw us having to use all the safety gear provided so as to enter the plant. 
  Hi-vis vests, helmuts, safety glasses and gloves – all part of the modern day world we live in.  



  The tour takes you through the 
whole steelmaking process, 
where the products needed arrive, 
through the BOS plant where the 
hot metal is poured and on to the 
making of slabs and subsequently 
different steel thicknesses as   
desired by Bluescope’s clients. 
  The BOS plant, and its volcano 
like tendencies, was certainly a 
highlight of the trip. Especially for 
SMUTter David Henderson who 
likened it to a bad evening at the 
local curry house. 
 
  Despite having been through the 
works many times, I had not seen 
this side of it. It was both          
educational and very fun, thanks 
to some awesome tour guides. 

 
  Of course, with most of our passengers being railfans, there was exciting times each occasion that we 
found ourselves passing a 
train. Everyone would run to 
that side of the bus leaving us 
all with the feeling it may     
capsize at any time :-) 
 
  Time flew, as is usually the 
case with SMUT bus tours, and 
soon enough we were at the 
end of the tour and back at the 
visitors centre. A group photo 
was partaken in, safety equip-
ment removed and soon we 
were back on the bus for the 
second stage of the day. 
  We farewelled those who were 
only joining us for the steel-
works part of the tour and 
headed to Unanderra for lunch. 
 
  After a hearty lunch at one of 
them KFC joints, we headed to 
the newish memorial walk along the old Nebo line. Here, alongside Stones Road, they have a small       
display in memory of the miners killed in the Mt Kembla mine disaster.  

  A walkway has also been laid along 
the old formation from Nebo loader 
back to where the current             
Dendrobium (formerly Kemira) line is 
today. This walk is interesting, a   
section of old railway sleepers, over 
an old bridge, photo display of the 
area and views of the current       
Dendrobium line. 
  Only the section east of Stones 
Road was covered, the west section 
left for another day. 
 
  Next we were back on the bus and 
off to Cringila in search of some 
modern day rail action. 
 



  Of course we all harboured English Electric desires, 
but it turned out we were only to see 8202 leading a 
coalie up to Dendrobium and a couple of NR class   
arriving with another load of limestone. 
 
  To end the day, we did a loop around to Port Kembla 
loco via Port North, followed by a bit of a bus gunzel at 
Warrigal Charters. 
 
  Then it was back towards Sydney, via Bulli Pass this 
run. With most people having left us by Waterfall, the 
Sizzlers dinner was cancelled.  Jason and myself head-
ed off to the Tennyson Hotel in Mascot for dinner and the balance of the Cronulla/North Queensland 
game. 
 
THANKS 
  In addition to David, John and Andrew above, I would like to thanks our tour guides Lisa, Noel and 
Eric they were instrumental in making this far more than just another tour. 
  Thanks also to Tricia from Australia’s Industry World. 
  A huge thanks to Dylan Wheeler (bus owner) and Nathan Lyons  for driving the bus around during the 
day.  

HAPPY 40TH BIRTHDAY - RODNEY SMITH 
September saw a surprise party at Junee Roundhouse for our fellow SMUT member Rodney. 

Many weeks of secret planning culminated in another great weekend. 



 

  Has been a busy few months in the SMUT 
HQ. 
  Following a much anticipated move, and 
all the associated sorting out of the rail  
collection, work is commencing on a small 
new layout loosely based on a Riverina  
branchline terminus. 
  Alas, due to space, it wont fit near as 
many   members in as occurs at some of 
our more lucky chapters. 
  Bus tours have continued with a terrific 
visit to the Bluescope Steelworks and at 
least one other likely before the end of the 
year. 
  We are also on the brink of  announcing 
our second railway tour, but sadly have not 
been able to get the go ahead to put it in 
this issue. 
  This second tour has been a long time 
coming, but the organising of unusual rail tours is 
not as easy as it once was. 
  For further details feel free to email us and we will 
email you a broucher as soon as they are ready. 
 

                          SMUTFEST 2015 
 
  It is the biggest event on 
the groups calendar, with 
members coming from    
everywhere to converge in 
Sydney for the October long 
weekend. 
  As with last year, Friday 
saw members down at 
Wingello for a day of       
prototype action, before a 
food and drinkies night at 
SMUT HQ. 
  Saturday saw many    
headed for the Liverpool 

exhibition in search of model train bargains, 
planned releases and just to have a good gas bag 
with mates. 
 I escaped with just minimal damage to my wallet 
this year. Two SDS fuel tankers at $50 each were 
considered quite a win. 
 

  Following the exhibition our South-Western    
Chapter put on a great BBQ and a run night on the 
Hopetoun layout. 
  Thanks to Nathan (Candy Man) Cox for his usual 
hospitality and a night that was enjoyed by all,  
perhaps a little to much by some ;-) 
 
  Sunday marked a bit of a departure from the past 
with the day being devoted to modelling              
endeavours. 
  I was also fortunate to be able to go through the 
plans for my new layout with two of SMUT Wagga 
Wagga Chapter’s finest, Roddy and Macca. 
  One is now a little more comfortable with       
prepping and wiring the baseboards. 
  The last activity for SMUTFEST 2015 was a BBQ 
and night run (not that I even saw the layout) at the 
Epping layout of our Sutherland Shire Chapter. 
  Thanks this time going to Roy Howarth. 
   Monday, as always, marked the end of another 
year, leaving us just looking forward to 2016. 

CHAPTER UPDATES. 

NEXT 2 PAGES 

SMUTFEST  

2015 

IN  

COLOUR! 



 

L 
  One of the many passing trains on 
what was a busy Wingello day. 
 
B 
  Sending many an unexpecting    
railfan into a panic, this lovely young 
lady was handing out advertising  
before Liverpool opened for 2015. 



SMUT TOURS 
 

  Listing of tours which we generally have limited seats open for public use.  
 

November 2015 
                  Wagga Wagga Exhibition, party and possible layout working bee. 
 

Possible Tours For 2016 
                   Richmond Vale / Neath 
                    State Mine Railway 
                    Former South Eastern Beaches Tramway Routes 
                    North Shore by vintage bus. 
 

 

     

    

————————————————————————————- 

         

 

 

SMUT RESEARCH 
Rail research and preservation 

is important 

to us. We share research      

projects 



 
  The biggest event to report in the current period is 
our surprising Roddy for his 40th birthday.  
  Sean, Brad, Terrence and Mr X all ventured down 
for what was to be a day and night of frivolity around 
the Riverina.  
  A tour of the Junee Roundhouse followed by a tour 
of the old Triangle location, ably guided by young 
Rodney himself. 
  Lunch was partaken of in the Junee station         
refreshment rooms, with snacks following at the 
nearby Chocolate Factory.    
 An overnighter to Roto is planned by the chapter for 
a few weeks time so anyone wishing to join in, stay 
tuned (or contact the SMUT group email address for 
updates). 
   Coming up is the Wagga Wagga model railway 
show, unfortunately not the same weekend as the 
engineers on Willans's Hill, but a week later on 7 and 
8 November. 
  I guess a beer and a BBQ will occur. You should 
probably be letting us know soon if you shall be   
attending the annual Wagga SMUT night event.  
Macca . 

  Chapter still closed until further notice. 

  Dont forget the 31st HaloweenFest at Hopeys 
House of Ill Repute, BYO Snags and drinks. 
  Salads and other delights will be provided. 
  Spare Bed(s) for anyone who needs to stay over. 
4PM till Brad falls over dead drunk!  
Halloween Theme. 
   Also bring something to model as the layout is in 
very early stages due to my slackness. 
Hopesahn BBIC/NW Chapter  
LDIC( Local Deviate in charge).  

 
RVRM News 
  Kathleen passed her hydro test with no leaks at the 
RVRM on Wednesday 23 September. 
  She is now just about at the stage of being put back 
together with all items that were previously stored, 
now having been brought out ready to be re-installed 
on the locomotive.  
  In other news is I have been passed as a qualified 
fireman on the railway.  
  So that is my Hunter report for now.  

                           No report received. 

                        No report received. 
  However the chapter is planning to put on a      
function in the first half of 2016. 

  Progress on the Langston Place layout, with Ep-
ping & Bradfield stations, is going slowly but surely. 
  In the scenic department, some period shop fa-
cades near Bradfield station help to set the 1980s 
era, along with a tennis court (where an SM resi-
dence was        originally proposed).  
  On the Epping side, a new road overbridge has 
been fabricated and the station foot ramp over-
hauled.  
  While it looks almost complete, a fair bit of scenic 
work is still to come.  
  On the electrical side, new CDA D/C transformers 
are being sought to replace the current ones. Ste-
phen Buck has helped advise on future signalling 
and wiring to improve the layout further.  
 
SMUTFEST 2015 
  Another great SMUT gathering on the October long 
weekend hosted the Wagga chapter, amongst oth-
ers, with goodies like an Auscision XPT being given 
a workout.  
  Modelling nights and a Christmas BBQ & running 
night are in the pipeline between now and the festive 
season. Stay tuned!  

Q: What's the difference between an old bus 

stop and a lobster with breast implants?  

 

A: One's a crusty bus station and the other's 

a busty crustacean. 



 

PHOTOS FROM THE  

SUTHERLAND SHIRE CHAPTER. 

All shots: Roy Howarth 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Baseboards are reported to be nearing completion. 
Donations have been dribbling in. 

http://customhobbydecals.com/product/phillipines-
railways-loco-decals-2/ 

Philippines 
With reports of a possible privitization of the na-
tions struggling rail networks, supporters of the 
Philippine National Railways have been holding  

protests. 
The future begins to look brighter with calls for out-
er Manila services to be introduced, while reports of 
new locomotives coming from Japan are also often 

received. 
PNR 914 (U14C) recently caught fire on a Metro Ma-
nila local run. It is believed to have been taken to 
Caloocan workshops requiring major repairs.this  

Caleen (north of Wyalong) is expected to be open by 
the 2015 wheat season. What this means for the rest 
of the Lake Cargelligo and Naradhan lines is yet to 

be seen. 
Sadly many closure rumours have been received.  

 

BRANCHLINE NEWS NEEDED 

EMAIL US 

smut.modelers.group@gmail.com 



This issue we bring forth some photos from the closure day of the Warwick Farm Racecourse. 



FRIENDS OF BOMBALA STATION 
   Restoration of the museum’s 1920 Meat Van 
has been completed and it now forms a major 
part of the museum’s display, 
  The museum thanks the following for their sup-
port of the project: 
 
Caldwell Building and Contractors.(Bombala) 
T&J Murphy"s Transport and Building Supplies
(Bombala) 
Bombala Electrical    (Bombala) 
Inspiration Paints      (Bega) 
Bombala Council.  

                           TUMBA RAIL 
 
  This group has been busy working towards 
their ability to use section cars in the yard. 
  I visit by members Sean and Brad earlier this 
year revealed many replaced sleepers, while a 
talk with a member outlined the recent 
(permitted) test runs of trikes around the yard. 
  There is no word regarding the expected date of 
operation recommencement, however this will be 
a great advancement for tourism in the area. 
 

RURAL PRESERVATION UPDATE 

GOULBURN CROOKWELL HERITAGE  
RAILWAY 

 
A working bee is planned for the  24th - 25th Octo-
ber. This is expected to see the last remaining 
sleepers pinned and the track lined and leveled.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     DAYLESFORD SPA COUNTRY RAILWAY 
 
  The restoration of railmotor 32RM moves steadily 
closer with some of her windows being replaced 
during October. 
  The powerunit roof vents and fluid coupling have 
also been receiving attention! (Museum Photo) 

 
  Please send in your reports from the  

various rural railway groups. 
 Your help, helps us, to help them. 



  
STATE MINE HERITAGE RAILWAY UPDATE 

 
Kandos Explorer trip and  
Brogan’s Run railmotor   
Shuttle 19/9/2015 
 
  Lithgow State Mine Railway 
and Lachlan Valley Railway 
ran a charter out to Kandos 
from Lithgow.  
  LVR’s CPHs 12, 24 and 25 
were used instead of the 
planned LSMR’s 661/726 
railmotor.  
   Passengers travelling on the 
Kandos Explorer had entry 
into the Kandos Museum    
included with their ticket to 
witness the official handover 
of the Kandos Cement Works 
Ambulance for permanent   
display. 
   Alternatively they could join 
in the fun at the International 
Talk Like a Pirate Day Festival 
held near Kandos Station.    
  Passengers of the Brogan’s 
Run shuttle enjoyed a return 
trip to Airley through the 
Capertee Tunnel, taking in the 
sights of the Capertee Valley. 
Cheers 

Matthew Wilson 
 
  In other news, weekday     
volunteers have been busy on 
the continued internal         
restoration of BE346. 
  Part of the work includes 
turning some of the car into a 
buffet. 
 
For further information: 
stateminerailway.com.au 



On One’s Backside Trackside! 

12 Hours at Thornton. 

0850 to 2050. 
 

15th October 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TIME DIRECTION  TYPE  OPERATOR TRAIN   LOCOS 
                          NUMBER  
0857 DOWN  COAL PN   BG199  TT109/9310/TT 
0900 UP   FREIGHT PN   4BM4   NR95/G526/NR61 
0905 DOWN  COAL AURIZON  NB915  5031/5034 
0908 UP   COAL PN   MN356  9019/9014/9031 
0917 DOWN  COAL GLENCORE MN203  XRN012/XRN/XRN 
0921 UP   COAL PN   BE914  TT113/92/TT123 
0939 UP   COAL  GLENCORE MO126  XRN025/020/017 
1000 UP   FREIGHT AURIZON  4BM7   LDP004/LDP009 
1003 DOWN  COAL AURIZON  BW211  5024/5004 
1021 DOWN  COAL GLENCORE RV217  XRN007/022/001 
1037 DOWN  COAL AURIZON  MR919  5023/5003 
1042 DOWN  COAL PN   BE985  TT08/9209/TT 
1101 UP   COAL PN   MR284  9029/9011/9005 
1108 UP   COAL PN   LD130  TT112/93/92 
1114 DOWN  PASS  TRAINLINK  NT33   XP2002 
1133 DOWN  COAL PN   WH963  WH001/002/003 
1135 UP   COAL AURIZON  NB524  5041/5038 
1205 DOWN  PASS  TRAINLINK  NP23   EA2507 
1210 UP   COAL AURIZON  JW988  5032/5042 
1217 DOWN  COAL GLENCORE BC231  XRN025/020/017 
1229 UP   COAL PN   SF612  8215/8232/8254 
1238 UP   COAL AURIZON  BW148  5040/5044 
1240 DOWN  COAL PN   ND239  9019/9014/9031 
1246 UP   COAL PN   BE926  TT118/9301/TT131 
1250 UP   FREIGHT PN   4BW4   NR66/NR121/NR90 

  Few are the people who do not know the legend of the Hunter that be Brad Coulter 

(whether the father or the son). The son version has offered to do a Hunter section for ‘The 

Smutter’ that will cover all sorts of Hunter region rail information and, along with Paul 

Bird’s Hunter preservation section, will give a good look into this very busy area. 



1255 DOWN  COAL PN   WK943  TT128/9306/9203 
1303 UP   PASS  TRAINLINK  NT36   XP2003 
1304 DOWN  COAL PN   BE527  TT113/92/TT123 
1307 UP   COAL GLENCORE BC374  XRN015/006/011 
1310 DOWN  FREIGHT AURIZON  4MB7   6021/6009/LDP001 
1329 DOWN  COAL PN   UL227  9034/90/90 
1354 UP   COAL PN   RV168  9001/90/90 
1401 UP   COAL PN   NB528  TT05/9308/TT03 
1403 DOWN  FREIGHT PN   4MB4   NR85/AN8/NR70 
1405 UP   PASS  TRAINLINK  NP24   EC2523 
1418 UP   COAL GLENCORE BC150  XRN024/023/019 
1419 DOWN  COAL GLENCORE MN289  XRN002/XRN/XRN 
1422 DOWN  PASS  TRAINLINK  NT35   XP2000 
1431 DOWN  COAL PN   AS213  EL64/EL63 
1432 UP   COAL PN   WK188  9017/9033/9015 
1503 DOWN  COAL AURIZON  BW981  5032/5042 
1511 DOWN  COAL AURIZON  MR277  5029/5001 
1527 UP            COAL  AURIZON  JW968  5005/5033 
1544 UP            COAL  PN   BG122  CF4412/4411/4404 
1545 DOWN  COAL AURIZON  WG977  5025/5007 
1607 DOWN  COAL GLENCORE BC265  XRN015/006/022 
1631 DOWN  COAL PN   MR301  9029/90/90 
1647 UP            COAL  PN   WH336  TT132/93/TT 
1710 DOWN  COAL PN   SF617  8215/8232/8254 
1721 DOWN  PASS  TRAINLINK  NT31   XP2008 
1722 UP            COAL  PN   MN176  TT106/116/01 
1723 UP            BALLAST ARTC   6M24   VL361/VL356 
1733 DOWN  COAL AURIZON  JW993  5040/5044 
1738 UP            COAL  GLENCORE RV218  XRN007/022/001 
1739 UP            PASS   TRAINLINK  NT32   XP2012 
1740 DOWN  COAL GLENCORE RV297  XRN024/023/019 
1756 DOWN  FREIGHT PN   3AB6   NR50/58/19 
1757 UP            COAL  PN   HV210  9207/9204/9305 
1811 DOWN  COAL AURIZON  NB971  5041/5038 
1823 UP            COAL  AURIZON  BW212  5024/5004 
1847 UP            COAL  AURIZON  WG960  5027/5011 
1855 DOWN  ORE  PN   4835   8255/8220 
1903 UP            COAL  PN   NB538  TT104/TT/93 
1913 UP            FREIGHT PN   4BS6   NR46/NR91 
1939 UP            COAL  GLENCORE BC232  XRN025/020/017 
2003 UP            COAL  PN   WK944  TT128/9306/9203 
2030 UP            COAL  PN   N/A   N/A 
2041 DOWN  BALLAST LS RAIL  4M21   XRN026/XRN030  
2045 DOWN  SPOIL  LS RAIL 5M53   8216/8218 

 
Total = 69 trains (excluding local passenger trains) 
35x Up services, 34x Down services 
Break down of sightings 
8x Freights = 4BM4, 4BM7, 4BW4, 4MB7, 4MB4, 3AB6, 4835, 4BS6 
26x PN Coal =  10x DN, 16x UP 
14x Aurizon Coal = 8x DN, 6x UP 
11x Glencore Coal = 6x DN, 5x UP 
7x Express passenger = NT33, NP23, NT36, NP24, NT35, NT31, NT32 
3x works trains = 6M24 (Ballast), 4M21 (Ballast), 5M53 (Spoil) 
   
COAL NUMBERING – the letters indicate the loading point 
AS = AUSTAR, BC = BULGA, BE = BOGGABRI EAST, BG = BENGALLA, BW = MT ARTHUR, HV = HUNTER 
VALLEY, JW = WAMBO, LD = LIDDELL, MN = MANGOOLA, MO = MT OWEN, MR = MOOLARBEN, NB = 
NARRABRI, ND = NEWDELL, RV = RAVENSWORTH, SF = STRATFORD, UL = ULAN, WG = WILPINJONG, 
WH = WHITEHAVEN, WK = MT THORLEY 

NEXT ISSUE: 
                 We list all the coal mines up in the Hunter Valley - See Ýáll then. Brad Coulter 


